Understanding solvation in hydrofluoroalkanes: ab initio calculations and chemical force microscopy.
Understanding solvation in hydrofluoroalkane (HFA) propellants is of great importance for the development of novel pressurized metered-dose inhaler (pMDI) formulations. HFA-based pMDIs are not only the most widely used inhalation therapy devices for treating lung diseases, but they also hold promise as vehicles for the systemic delivery of biomolecules to and through the lungs. In this work we propose a combined microscopic experimental and computational approach to quantitatively relate the chemistry of moieties to their HFA-philicity. Binding energy calculations are used to determine the degree of interaction between a propellant HFA and candidate fragments. We define a new quantity, the enhancement factor E, which also takes into account fragment-fragment interactions. This quantity is expected to correlate well with the solubility and the ability of the moieties of interest to impart stability to colloidal dispersions in HFAs. We use a methyl-based (CH) segment and its fluorinated analog (CF) to test our approach. CH is an important baseline case since it represents the tails of surfactants in FDA-approved pMDIs. CF was chosen due to the improved solubility and ability of this chemistry to stabilize aqueous dispersions in HFAs. Adhesion force from Chemical Force Microscopy (CFM) is used as an experimental analog to the binding energy calculations. The force of interaction between a chemically modified AFM tip and substrate is measured in a model HFA, which is a liquid at ambient conditions. Silanes with the same chemistry as the fragments used in the ab initio calculations allow for direct comparison between the two techniques. The CFM results provide an absolute scale for HFA-philicity. Single molecule (pair) forces calculated from the CFM experiments are shown to be in very good agreement to the E determined from the ab initio calculations. The ab initio calculations and CFM are corroborated by previous experimental studies where propellants HFAs are seen to better solvate the CF functionality.